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Showcases spectacularly bad attempts at taxidermy, including a toad enjoying a beer and a smoke, a cat with eerily flexible front legs, and a smiling lion with receding gums.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Eddie Hall’s one-man crusade against the forces of stupidity continues in the second journal from the UK’s youngest grumpy old man. In this book, Eddie tries to uncover the answer to important worldly
questions like why cinema seats are designed to paralyse people from the waist down, as well as offer useful insights; like how not going to the gym could reverse global warming and why no man will ever
understand what a woman is talking about. Like his first book, A Certain Point of View, this book contains a collection of satirical articles designed to amuse and offend in equal measures. Warning: This book
contains sarcastic material. Do not read if you suffer from any of the following conditions: A sense of humour deficiency, Humourphobia, Easilyoffendeditis or Americanitis.
Where do you find a camo willie warmer, pubic wig, and cremation memorial bullet urn all in one place? With millions of people using eBay every day, it is the most popular online auction website in history.
And in Crap I Bought on eBay, the authors will include 101 of the funniest, grossest, and downright disgusting items for sale that they were actually crazy enough to purchase! Each entry includes the
description of the item for sale, a photo, price tag, witty commentary, and hilarious email exchanges.
Real life in the ghetto sometimes sucks! So how about a guide with actual useful advice that can help you navigate, survive and hopefully get out! Useful hints tips an advice that somehow has gotten lost
while we have been chasing a dream not our own! Written for the Black and Latin urban dweller... However good advice is good advice for any race!
This collection contains seven Christmas stories from Hollis Shiloh: Winton's Strays Two young men meet on a train in 1917. Miles is out of the hospital in time for Christmas, traveling to relatives he doesn't
want to see. He was lucky to survive the Great War. But he doesn't feel very lucky right now. Until blue-eyed Winton trips on a scarf and into his life. Winton, with his quirky smile, gentle nature, and rescued
pets. Miles could love this man, he really could. But how the hell can he burden this kind, bright young man with his wounded, limping self? Falling for Archie Harris writes instruction manuals for a living and is
self-conscious at the best of times. He's not pleased when he manages to break a leg—but he's even less pleased when a pushy friend sends someone to help him around the house while it heals. When the
young man in question rides up on a motorcycle, Harris expects the worst. He certainly never plans to fall in love. But Archie—short, clumsy, and utterly gorgeous—doesn't make it easy. Mark & Spence Mark is
a cynical, too pretty, slight man working as an elf for the Christmas season at a department store. He also hasn't been in a relationship since his manipulative and abusive ex left him. Spence is a tall,
handsome, strong man who works as a reindeer helping 'Santa' at the same department store. The two share a special chemistry, but it's hard for Mark to trust anyone, even this gentle man. They both have
secrets that could -- perhaps should -- keep them apart. Gentle, caring Spence keeps getting past Mark's barriers...but will Mark be able to handle it when he finds out why Spence is really here? Contains a
Christmas theme, reindeer shifters, elves, abusive relationship aftermath, angst, and a happy ending. Elves and Deer Greer is a reindeer shifter working at a magical shipping hub up North. He has little use
for or understanding of elves—such delicate, short-lived creatures—but he tries to do his best by the ones in his life. And it seems like more and more are coming into his life, confusing and frustrating him,
needing help, needing rescued. Since Greer is always busy, it's easy to overlook the things he doesn't want to acknowledge—until a terrible danger gives him unwanted time to think…and to realize there's just
one elf who means more to him than he's ever wanted to admit. Most Wonderful Tyler has never been in love in his life. So why now? Why his best friend? The Christmas Divorce Sean and Jem are getting a
divorce. It's a sad way to spend Christmas, apart for the first time in years, but times change and love dies. Jem has been trying hard to move on with his life...but now Sean's back asking for his help. Sean's
parents are coming over for Christmas, and he doesn't want to tell them about the divorce and ruin their holiday. If Jem will just come back for a few days, to decorate and keep up the pretense till after
Christmas, he'd be ever so grateful... Felix Navidad Justin isn't a fan of Christmas (or holidays in general) at the best of times. But now his long-term boyfriend has broken up with him, and he's even more
gloomy than usual. The hot and unfortunately straight Felix, his partner on the force, keeps trying to help. It's really not working until Christmas Day arrives, and brings with it an unexpected gift...
Save 20% on individual titles when you buy the entire How to Make Money on eBay series today! Are you looking to start your own business? Perhaps even your own home based business? With eBay you
can start your business with practically $0 down and with little to no risk! I have made a full time living selling on eBay since 1998. This entire "How to Make Money on eBay" series will guide you right from the
start - From setting up your selling accounts to packing & shipping to customer service and beyond, I will guide you through it all. I do not like or advocate wholesaling or garage sale-ing! When you're ready to
take your business to the next step, "Maximize Profits" will teach you how to lower your risk by taking advantage of retail arbitrage. I discuss in detail how you can get the best resale deals from big box
retailers including Staples, Kohl's, Target and even on Amazon! Finally, "International Sales" takes selling to the final level - taking advantage of international retail arbitrage. This book covers the risks and
rewards, as well as what you can expect when shipping to specific countries like Canada, the UK, Australia and even Brazil. Don't wait any longer! Buy this set at a discount today!
*This Book Is a Great Opportunity* According to an article published in The New York Times, 81% of the United States population wants to write a book someday or thinks they have a book inside them.
Would you like to be a part of the 19% who actually DOES WRITE A BOOK? If so, then I believe this book will help you begin making that dream a reality. This is basically an upgraded version of Write NonFiction Books Today: How to Write a Non-Fiction Book in the 21st Century. This book will give you the push you need to get started writing your first non-fiction book. *This Is What You Get When You Buy
This Book* *Advice on what you should write about. *Advice on which software would be the best to use. *Links to websites that will let you use their high quality pictures in your book for FREE. *The best
websites to go to when you need a book cover design made. *The best blog that will teach you how to write your first book. *Words that will give you the confidence you need to start AND finish writing your
first non-fiction book. Invest in yourself by getting this valuable and inexpensive book today. Read it on your PC, Mac, smartphone, or tablet. Download your copy today. [Warning: This book contains strong
language. Read at your own risk.] Tags: non-fiction, nonfiction, book, books, how to, how-to, guide, tutorial, 21st Century, Malik Jordan, blog, blogging, business, e-commerce, electronic commerce,
download, risk-free, strong language
A perfect gift for teachers of any age, this voyeuristic peek into a teacher's world will leave you roaring with laughter!
You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll s#*t yourself! Back by popular demand, the mind-blowing follow-up to the bestselling 1,001 Facts That Will Scare the S#*t Out of You. An all-new collection of entertaining and
horrifying truths about us, our world, and why we’re totally screwed. With more disturbing facts and fun new topics, including weird celebrities, boobs, the internet, clowns, serial killers, sexual fetishes, bacon,
Elvis, things that will eat you, and more. From stupid dead people to halitosis caused by constipation to a singer whose music can get you killed in some Jamaican neighborhoods, it’s all here—everything you
need to know about the scary s#*t that surrounds all of us. FACT: Men are four times as likely as women to be struck by lightning. FACT: McDonald’s McRib sandwich contains some of the same ingredients
used to manufacture gym mats and running shoes. FACT: Möbius syndrome is a rare neurological disorder that renders victims unable to move their faces. FACT: You can get an STD from a bikini wax.
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Once again, Rundy has outdone himself. And he has taken us to new heights. This man was once listed as one of the smartest men in America...if not the world. The way that Rundy perceives the world
around us is nothing short of amazing. In this latest work, Rundy gives us answers to many questions which have eluded us. This collection of theories covers more than two dozen topics. Among these, why
Astrology is real, the speed of light varies, the solar system used to have only five planets, how to spot abusive people/predators, how to reduce crime by more than 30%, making rehabilitation of criminals
reality, exposing government corruption, improving the economy, how to get rich, and the impending civil war. If you want answers to life's mysteries, you need look no further than Sheer Genius. Then again,
maybe you shouldn't read this. Some of it is pretty scary. Small Print Version 12/14
Who doesn't love to open the mailbox during the holidays and find a newsletter? Whether it's a juicy missive from a college roommate inadvertently revealing her husband's wandering eye, a selfcongratulatory account of a cousin's rise to power at the local fast-food joint, or a mind-numbingly detailed account of a year's medical ailments (including photos) from a coworker, they're always entertaining.
Christmas Letters from Hell skewers holiday letters of all shapes and sizes, from the ones that come crammed with cheesy graphics or written from the perspective of the recently neutered family dog to those
filled with stories of "perfect" family vacations that were clearly anything but. Here Santa uses his holiday letter to let the elves know that he'll be outsourcing to China effective immediately; a bipolar mom tells
two very different versions of the year's events; and Osama bin Laden touches base with his high school host family in Minneapolis. Christmas Letters from Hell serves up a steaming, savory blend of the
holiday cheer, humor, and twisted truth in our well-intended attempts to stay in touch gone horribly, horribly wrong.
52 fresh ideas for going from red to black. Over the course of a lifetime, the average person is likely to spend at least two million dollars. They're also likely to spend more than they earn, fail to realize full
earning potential, and buy lots of stuff they don't really want or need. Detox Your Finances helps readers get out of the money pit by offering solid advice on key topics including how to earn more, spend less,
invest wisely, manage credit and debt, and create a budget they can actually stick to. Ideas include: - Idea #3: Jump start your salary - Idea #9: Don't max your tax - Idea #16: Destroy your piggybank - Idea
#22: Sweat the small stuff - Idea #41: Manage your bricks and mortar - Idea #52: Review, monitor and act
Everyone wants to be a DJ. Because of the low barriers of entry, there is no better time to get behind the decks. But how do you cut through the noise floor to become a Top DJ? With over 12 years of
experience as a radio DJ at Chicagoâ€™s B96 [WBBM-FM], and even longer playing clubs along with high end bookings through out the world, plus several major label production titles under his belt, DJ /
Producer Dan Morrell is a well-qualified source to share insight on the overly competitive industry. The mixmaster shares tips and industry secrets that no other DJ would dare to share, complete with a step
by step road map on how to "Be A Top DJ in 10 Easy Steps." Time saving shortcuts based on knowledge compiled directly from the best DJs in the world make this book a must have for the beginner and
seasoned veteran.
After two decades of experience in the music industry, King realized that although music and business change, the one constant is the mistakes artists continue to make in their approach to success. In
“Dude, I Can Help You! 18 Mistakes Artists Make And How To Fix Them”, King imparts knowledge to artists, musicians, and music business professionals on how to solve many of the problems that are
stifling the growth of their music careers. The book discusses a multitude of topics ranging from accurately assessing your talent, to finding the right artist manager, to promoting yourself despite your location,
and much more… Stop beating your head against a brick wall and start taking your music career seriously! If you don’t know the mistakes artists have made before you, then you are destined to repeat
history. Music Business is a game that must be played correctly! This book will show you how to solve many of the problems that are stifling the growth and development of your music career
USA Today best-selling author For those who love humor as well as fast-paced mysteries, the “Stuff” series seven book collection has it all. Combining the stumbling shenanigans of James Lessor and Skip
More, two twenty-something ne’er-do-wells trying to succeed as crime solvers produces laugh-out-loud moments while delivering a great mystery. For any fans of “the Hardy Boys” these books are a must
read to witness them “all grown up”.
Detox Your Finances second edition contains bonus chapters with brand new inspirational tips and techniques, plus a new cover design. It is the essential handbook for regaining control of your finances and
getting yourself back in the black for good. Expert author John Middleton gives practical and effective advices on how you can change your spending habits, revise your attitude to money, and ensure that you
make the right financial decisions every time. Learn about how to keep track of your outgoings and cut back effectively, stop the credit card conundrum and find innovative ways to realise the capital you
already have. John's top tips will make sure you master the art of clever spending, keeping your bank balance healthy without totally going without.
Clinging to an idea introduced by a substitute biology teacher about the role of DNA in defining a person's identity and destiny, introspective teen Summer struggles to make a connection with her abandoning
mother, her mentally ill father, and her obsessive brother before embarking on a career in genetics.
Los Angeles magazine is a regional magazine of national stature. Our combination of award-winning feature writing, investigative reporting, service journalism, and design covers the people, lifestyle, culture,
entertainment, fashion, art and architecture, and news that define Southern California. Started in the spring of 1961, Los Angeles magazine has been addressing the needs and interests of our region for 48
years. The magazine continues to be the definitive resource for an affluent population that is intensely interested in a lifestyle that is uniquely Southern Californian.
Shares targeted recommendations on how to manage personal finances, from spending responsibly and strategic investing to eliminating debt and adhering to a real-world budget, in a reference that
categorizes tips under such headings as "Jump Start Your Salary" and "Don't Max Your Tax." Original. 40,000 first printing.
CRAP means 'clutter that robs anyone of pleasure' and the author explores why we have so much CRAP in our homes, why we don't throw it out, and why we don't want to deal with it. She shares simple
organizing ideas to help readers.--From cover p. [4].

Random Acts of Malice features a selection of the wickedest (and funniest) articles from the last five years of Happy Woman Magazine. Featuring work by some of the best satirists on the
planet: Sharon Grehan, Elizabeth Hanes, Elaine Langlois, Pamela Monk, Jessica Becht, Mike Boone, Crystal Click, Christina Delia, Stephen James, Meredith Litt, Susan Shoemaker, Diane
Sokoloski, Sarah Szucs, and Julie Ward... Can you afford NOT to buy this book? -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Congratulations on your very fine judgment! The
Best of Happy Woman Magazine is just what the title suggests - the very best of the award winning website Happy Woman Magazine.com. Inside you will find miles and miles - well, actually if
each page is laid end to end you will have approximately 2914 inches of humour, which is a lot. To all of the people who have slaved away for the past five years making Happy Woman
Magazine the blazing success that it is (you know who you are!) without a word of thanks or praise, and to all the loyal readers and fans, I would like to take this opportunity to say "You're
welcome!" -Sharon Grehan -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Random Acts of Malice and Happy Woman Magazine are parody publications, so don't come crying to
us if someone accidentally took out your liver or you starved to death on our diet. The interviews are not real and the jury is still out on the interviewer's status.
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In "Cultural Property Crime," experts from a wide range of disciplines provide analytical insights into classical and contemporary criminal acts that affect our cultural heritage worldwide, both in
peace and wartime.
For years, editorial and commercial photographer Zack Arias has been a respected and trusted voice in the photography industry. Known for his photography, his teaching, and his ability to
connect with photographers, Zack has long had an “open door” approach to discussing his career–the ups and the downs–and in so doing has provided a straightforward and candid look
inside the industry. By consistently showing great work and offering helpful advice, he has built a large, loyal readership that looks to him for guidance in navigating the currents of a difficult
and dynamic industry. Now, Zack finds yet another way to cut through the noise and offer truly valuable information to those struggling to make their way through the twists and turns of an
ever-changing landscape. In Photography Q&A, Zack answers over 100 questions that he fielded directly from the public. These are questions that range across all aspects of the photo
industry: gear, marketing, street photography, vision, pricing, branding, light, models, work/life balance, technical advice, and much more. From how to “put yourself out there” and start to get
jobs, to how to get paid for those jobs when the client is slow to cut the check–and everything in between– Photography Q&A answers many of the pressing questions that photographers are
asking, but until now have not been addressed. The book also includes intermittent “Visual Intermission” sections–where Zack discusses individual images that were milestones in his
development as a photographer–as well as worksheets on topics such as pricing and costs that help photographers to “know their numbers.” With all this material, and with insightful, honest
answers that come straight from Zack’s experience as a photographer who has seen it all (or at least a lot of it), Photography Q&A is an essential resource for any photographer looking for
the real answers to the real questions in the industry today.
Not long ago, the world was awash with venture capital in search of the next Yahoo! or Amazon.com. No product, no experience, no technology, no business plan -- no problem. You could still
get $40 million from investors to start up your dot-com. And you could get people to work around the clock for stock options and the promise of millions. Then, around April 2000, it all came
crashing down. Smart investors, esteemed analysts, and the business press found themselves asking: Who knew people wouldn't rush out to trade in their U.S. dollars for a virtual currency
called Flooz? Who knew people wouldn't blow all their Flooz on a used car from the guys at iMotors.com? And who needed a used car from iMotors.com when they could just sit at home and
have 40-lb. bags of dog food delivered to them by a sock puppet? F'd Companies captures the waste, greed, and human stupidity of more than 100 dot-com companies. Written in Philip J.
Kaplan's popular, cynical style, these profiles are filled with colorful anecdotes, factoids, and information unavailable anywhere else. Together they form a gleeful encyclopedia of how not to
run a business. They also capture a truly remarkable period of history. F'd Companies is required reading for everyone involved in the "new economy" -- assuming your severance check can
cover the cost.
They say true freedom arrives when all the kids are gone and the dog dies. With his family grown and his husband, Zack, having decided to become a middle-aged cliche and marry his
secretary, Chris Thayer is about to discover that starting life again at 48 is just as complicated, frustrating and thrilling as the first time around. However, after moving to a North Carolina beach
community, Zach's son, Schooner, moves in with him. Here he begins to learn the difficulty of establishing a relationship with a twenty-something. A traditional novel with an untraditional twist.
Learn how to uncover what you really want from your life and do exercises that will enable you to create balance within it. Find out ways that will allow you to lose the friends that are dragging
you down and attract new and exciting people into your life. Learn how to love yourself and know that you a wonderful person whom deserves a fabulous full and fun life. Problem solve with
ease and gain the confidence to make all the changes you deeply desire. This book is an amalgamation of the wisdom Claire learnt from experts across the globe, it gives us a sneaky peeks
of her own private diary, pitch perfect quotes from a spectrum of 21st century gurus spanning Mahatma Gandhi to P Diddy and a 21 day plan so that we can create change for ourselves just
like she did. The author has put the truth out there for all to see, it is brave and genius. What she has to say will change the ok life you thought you had to one that makes you feel like a rock
star. We love this book as it introduces spiritual and practical techniques in a exciting, funny and real life way. Claire is relatable, normal and comes across as a good friend. What readers are
saying: 'i just thought id let you know your book is amazing. my house mate got me to read it last night and its already changed my life. Ive never managed to read a book before in my life but
yours is different. ive been trying to deal with this for years but honestly your book feels like the first step towards freedom. thank you so much: ) xx'
Secrets of a 16-year Full-Time Seller and Pioneering Power Seller Have you sold some items but are looking for more to sell? Are you looking to expand your eBay business but don't know
where to start? This is NOT a garbage book written by someone with little or no eBay experience describing what eBay is and what an eBay business is! I have made a full-time living selling
on eBay since 1998. I started selling on eBay in my college dorm room. Within 2 years, I had made enough money to cover 2 years of Ivy League college tuition. I was one of the pioneering
Powersellers. In the nearly two decades of selling on eBay, I have been through, and survived many economic booms and busts. I am now moving further into the countryside and semiretiring from eBay selling. In this book, I will reveal all my closely guarded secrets to selling on eBay including: my best retail sources, how to maximize profits using retail arbitrage, how to find
deals from both online and brick and mortar stores, how to reduce risk and shipping costs. **This book is NOT for eBay novices** This book assumes the reader has some knowledge of
selling on eBay. The ideas in this book apply to all sellers. The details apply to US-based sellers.This book is NOT a get-rich quick scheme.Selling on eBay is easy. But it can also be hard. If
everyone could get rich selling on eBay, everyone would be doing it!I will not build castles in the air for you.I will not tell you that you can make money on eBay by selling unspecified items
from unspecified wholesalers.I will not give you a list of toys and tell you to go on Craigslist to find them.I will not claim that I work two hours a day selling on eBay and make thousands a
month. (Come ON! Get real...)Selling on eBay is a BUSINESS and I have been in this business long enough to know that there are no guarantees, regardless of past performances. Instead, I
will give you the TOOLS to help you find products and to TOOLS to help you maximize your profits on eBay. Unlike other eBay authors, I do not recommend buying stock wholesale to resell
on eBay. I will explain why in this book. I do not look for items to sell at garage sales or storage auctions. Finding a niche market is great, but I will show why you do not need to have a niche to
make money on eBay. Instead I will show you how to maximize profits with tricks on how to get the best deals on NEW items from retail sources like Staples, Kohl's, Target and MORE! **
SOME OF THE TRICKS REVEALED IN THIS BOOK ARE NOT FOR THE FAINT OF HEART ** I provide many tools, secrets and tips in this book and hope that it will help you to thrive on
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eBay in good times and survive in bad times. Are you ready to maximize your profits? Buy This Book Today!
Vali G. Heist began organizing at the age of five while cleaning up her room with her older sister. She started her professional organizing business after years of being asked to organize the
homes of her family and friends. Organize This! Practical Tips, Green Ideas, and Ruminations about your CRAP began as a collection of the organizing columns she wrote for a local
newspaper. CRAP is Vali’s acronym that means Clutter that Robs Anyone of Pleasure. The book includes numerous tips on how to organize, green ways to recycle unwanted CRAP, success
stories from clients, and further ruminations about CRAP. Vali helps her readers explore why they have so much CRAP in their homes, why they don’t throw it out, and why they don’t want to
deal with it. She helps the reader answer those questions and provides practical, easy tips to organize their homes and help them live the life they really want. In addition, her book is chock-full
of organizing resources, is fun to read, and makes a great gift for the organized person as well as the organizationally-challenged. Vali’s insight helps readers learn the difference between
belongings and CRAP and empowers them to discover that less is more. Her book also proposes how to live a more ‘green’ life and help save the planet in the process. Her passion is to find
simple, easy to implement ways to organize life at home and at work and pass them on to her readers. Bob Rios, of Bob Rios Visual Strategies, created unique cartoons for the book to
illustrate the dilemmas many readers face as they organize and unclutter their lives. Bob is a graphic designer, website developer and of course a talented illustrator, who lives in Lebanon,
Pennsylvania with his wife and five children. Bob uses his creativity and design expertise to further the business goals of his clients. Through consultation and conversation, he gathers
content, colors, type, illustrations, and shapes to capture and convey a company’s message. You’ll find his self-portrait on page 99 of the book! Donna Smallin, Certified Professional
Organizer and author of Organizing Plain & Simple and several other books on organization describes Vali’s book as “Simultaneously witty and practical, Organize This! is the intelligent
person’s guide to a simpler, more organized life.” Look for Donna’s latest eBook entitled How to Declutter and Make Money Now! by Donna Smallin Kuper. Chris Crouch is president and
founder of DME Training and Consulting, author of several books on improving productivity and developer of the GO System training course. He describes Vali’s book: “Stuff, or as Vali calls
it, CRAP, can and will easily find its way into your life. The challenge is to limit the inflow and purge the unnecessary items that somehow remain stuck in your environment. Vali's insightful
book will help you accomplish those two life-changing goals.” Chris continues to research and study both the mental and physical aspects of living a more joyful and productive life and pass
them on to his readers. Debbie Lillard, Certified Professional Organizer and author of Absolutely Organize Your Family and Absolutely Organized: A Mom’s Guide describes Vali’s book: “Vali
writes with an environmentally responsible attitude towards ridding the world of CRAP. She understands the causes of disorganization, leaves judgment at the doorstep, and jumps right in to
tackle the problems. Her resources are valuable – this is a book you’ll want to recycle and reuse again and again.” Debbie owns an organizing business in Broomall, Pennsylvania and shares
her expert advice on various media channels. Vali wants readers to know that the goal of organizing isn’t to have a perfect, ‘Better Homes and Garden’ house (hers isn’t!), but rather to
provide order to enjoy the space you have, handle the tough times with grace, and aspire to live the best life possible!
This is our binary copy stack of 609 pages of utter horse shit and what seems like an accumulation of content that is far underground and censored, not shown on Media Relations TV or Radio
or even the crap CIA 8080 World Wide Wiretap...
In the Waterways Department of the Irish Government, an employee discovers that his last four Hobnobs have been stolen. At approximately the same time, twenty miles away, twenty three
packets of Rich Tea biscuits have been lifted from a supermarket in Ashbourne. This is unprecedented in Irish and, indeed, world history. Chief Inspector Jacobs, who had helped to solve the
infamous Chocolate Digestive theft of 1994, is summoned to solve the crime before the social order crumbles. Can Jacobs wrap up the caseand drag Ireland back from the brink of anarchy?
How do they get the figs into the fig rolls? And what is the lighthouse thing about? The Island of Broken Biscuits is a comic novel set over five days. It holds the World Record for mentions of
Custard Creams (55) and has been rejected by many, many publishers.
In The Best Australian Stories 2011, Cate Kennedy presents the most outstanding short fiction of the past year.
If you are the kind of person who likes to sell stuff on Craigslist, but hates having to deal with the stupid people who shop on Craigslist, then this book is your humorous Craiglist guide. If you
are the kind of person who just wants to read some really stupid stuff and laugh, then this book is your escape from reality. This is the true story of one man's quest to sell off virtually
everything he owned on Craigslist within 2 months. Being that this man lived a minimalist lifestyle...for the most part, he was selling his wife's stuff on Craigslist (in many cases without her
knowledge). Dive into the drama and action in this fun-filled tear-jerker of a book. The author has truly found the secrets to Craigslist. Fortunately for everyone, he isn't hoarding this
information...but rather sharing it with whoever wants to read it. Just read what an NFL star is saying about this book: "I haven't been this excited about anything since hitting 4 field goals in a
row at practice...and Coach was right there to see them, I mean, RIGHT there." - Rian Lindell, Placekicker - Buffalo Bills
V10 VIXEN does not just give her funny yet amazing descriptions on Supercars but cars - that are closer to her heart , Classic Cars and practical cars.This first book as she is writing many
more!Brings all her different Motoring Tastes together and gives WOMAN PETROL HEADS VIEW ON MOTORING - which is new because most books are written by men.
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